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Windows 8 is the upcoming
version of Microsoft Windows
that follows Windows 7.. A 64-bit
Milestone 3 build, build 7989,
leaked to Win7vista on June 18,.
Metro-style applications run in
full-screen, and are able to
share .Hi there. I was working on
my car for the last couple of
days, fixing some problems I had
with the radiator. I was removing
the radiator cover and there was
this engine seal, left over from
the factory, kind of like a o-ring,



but I don't think I'll be able to
take off the cover without
breaking it. I tried to use a small
screw driver, but it was too big.
Is there any other tool I could
use? It's a tool with a more
concave shape. I can send a
photo if needed. If you don't have
a screwdriver, try using an old-
fashioned nut driver and try to
wedge it under the rubber seal. If
it doesn't work, you'll need to
break off the head of the nut
driver and use it for some other
purpose. __________________
Quote: Originally Posted by C-YA
Wife: "The air is so clean here, it



must be the wind from the pool."
Me: "Yeah, that's right." Wife:
"What are those?" Me: "Those?
Those are my friends." Here's
some step-by-step instructions
for you: 1. First thing you're
going to want to do is try and get
a nut driver, or some other
sharp/pointed tool, and slide it
under the rubber seal. You'll
need to get it fairly far in under
the seal, and let it slide in for a
bit. 2. Once you have it under the
seal, give it a hard yank, and
then slide it back under the seal.
3. Give it another yank, and you'll
have broken the seal. There's a



chance it could fall back into the
radiator, so try to do this outside
of the car. I recommend using
this as your regular de-sealer,
instead of the tool with the
conical shape. It won't leave the
rubber seal the way the conical
one does. Here are a couple of
other things to try. - Use a piece
of wide wood or metal to try and
slide under the seal. I f988f36e3a
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